FURNITURE

WITH INTEGRATED AV AND IT

Your desk…your style…your comfort

Getting it right...

The most important part of your working environment is the desk you work at. Increasingly people are choosing to stand

When should you be seated? and when should you stand?

reducing fatigue and other health issues.

seated, and which are best performed standing.

at their desks – it’s healthier… improving your posture and it’s more intuitive, fitting the design of the human body,

Here’s a quick guide to help you determine which activities are best performed

Many people sit at desks to work, and because we’re all different sizes and shapes, discovering your perfect desk

SEATED WORK

longer term health.

> Work is light.

height can be difficult, but having the right height desk will make a world of difference to your comfort and

Imagine a desk where you can do both…

Use a ergonomic chair or a saddle seat when ...
> You are working within a comfortable arm reach

envelope (within 38 cm or 15” of your body’s centre).

stand or sit whenever you want. You choose

> Your work is within a comfortable field of view

vision is now a reality. Loxit desks bring

> The work is prolonged.

professional integration of audio visual and

STANDING HEIGHT WORK SURFACE

the height, the colour and the finish. That
over twenty years of experience in the
IT technology to your work station.

We have delivered solutions for thousands

(less than 36” from the eyes).

Work in a standing posture or in a saddle chair when ...
> Your work is performed over distances that exceed
your comfortable arm reach envelope.

of customers, our innovation has seen

> Your work requires that you move your body along

security and usability of countless pieces

> The work is spread out over several areas.

corporations, healthcare and education too.

> The work involves weighted objects or large forces.

dramatic improvements in the access,

of AV and IT within numerous businesses,

with your arms.

> Your work height above the floor is variable.

> Your work requires you to move around in order to view something.
> You need to relieve the fatigue of sitting for long periods of times.

USER-ADJUSTABLE WORK SURFACE AT SITTING HEIGHT
A desk that you can adjust up or down a few inches is good when...
> You need to relieve the fatigue of sitting for long periods of time.
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Installation

Installation

Postural variety is important for maintaining good health. Whenever possible,
vary your work postures between sitting and standing.

Control all your AV equipment from one desk
Completely connected - to all
your AV equipment via a faceplate
that features RGB, HDMI, USB
and CAT5...so everything you
need is at your finger tips.

COMMAND DESK™ SOLUTIONS
CODE 3100

Anything is possible...

Options include...

personal preferences require bespoke solutions.

Power grommets - discreet face plates
that can be configured in a number of
ways. We offer bespoke solutions that will
accommodate your needs.

We understand that different environments and your
We design and manufacture to your specifications.

12U 19” racking - within the desk
for mounting your equipment.

The Command desk™ offers complete control of your

AV environment, providing power managed, storage
for your AV equipment within the desk itself. The

Perfect position - the desk layout can
be configured to offer either left or right
handed storage access.

Lockable tamper proof
door protects
the equipment.

Storage configurations - the built-in
storage can be configured in various ways
1 - industry standard 19”/12U racking.
2 - slide out drawers with device charge
and management options.
3 - bespoke - tell us what you need.

equipment within the desk is locked behind a fully
ventilated door.

Construction the desk comes
powder coated,
the main frame
and doors are
constructed
in steel. The
work surface
is a high-quality
veneer.

Your wish is our command - we can
accommodate any request. The space
can be reconfigured for device charging
and storage. For example, accommodating
a sync and charge tray with space for
up to 16 devices.
Corporate branding - the centre panel
of the front fascia can be configured
to display your brand colours and logo.

The Command desk™ is 2000mm long and 850mm deep.
This desk is perfect for a lecture theatres, corporate

presentation rooms and any area with large audiences.
The centralised AV control keeps things simple, all your

equipment and the control of that equipment, is to hand,
there’s just one single mains switch that will power

the whole desk, keeping the cables neat and tidy too.

Quick build - Like all Loxit
products, the Command desk™
comes complete with detailed,
clear assembly instructions
to ensure the installation is quick,
neat and secure.

Mini tower holder with integrated power our integrated power strip with IEC
outlets provides mains power for all your
desktop devices (max 2500W).
Everything is high quality and
CE marked for peace of mind.

Electrically height adjustable desks

HI-LO® WORKSPACE™
CODE 3200

Anything’s possible...

Loxit HI-LO® desks are incredibly versatile. The simple,

stylish lines of the unit belie the technology within.

We create bespoke solutions that are seamlessly

Options include...

tailored to your requirements.

There are numerous configurations that go way

beyond the shape of the desktop itself. We can

accommodate specific brand colours and finishes.

Are you sitting comfortably?
With the Workspace™ you can choose much more than

just the height (up or down). You can also choose

from a range of colours and the finishes, plus a host

of connection and integration options. With over twenty
years of experience in the professional integration of

AV and IT technology we can make your Workspace™
really productive.

If you operate a ‘hot-desk’ or free flow system, a HI-LO®

Table top colour/finish - beech is standard, grey and white
and other custom coloured tops are available.

Hidden power - low level power inlet
for a discrete installation.

desk ensures that anyone sitting at that workstation

can achieve comfort and the best possible position,
improving productivity and reducing fatigue.

Frame sizes
Standard - 1200,1400 and 1600mm desktops
Wide - 1800 and 2000mm desktops

A healthy position - postural variety is important for maintaining
good health. Recognised best practice is to vary your work postures
between sitting and standing.

Electrical safety/quality - CE marked for your peace
of mind.

Desk shapes - with over 30 configurations to choose from,
and custom designs available, we have a solution for you.
Electronic height adjustment - 580mm
of vertical height adjustment.

Working height - from 655-1225mm.
Construction - the desk
is the result of years
of experience, the steel
construction is solid,
reliable and safe.

Integrated power/ technology - talk to us about your
requirements. We custom design to your specification.

Cable management options
- to ensure that your work station
is free of any unnecessary clutter
and the desk can transition from
seated to standing positions
without snags or pulls on cables.

Electrically height adjustable lectern
When you’re in the Spotlight you need to be comfortable.

The structure is solid. The moving parts are totally

perfect for you.

a wealth of technology hidden from view, with optional

Physically comfortable, presenting at a height that’s

Mentally comfortable with simple, quick access

and control of the equipment that’s around you via
integrated connections and control options.

The Spotlight™ lectern is electrically height adjustable,

it operates with near silent, smooth movement.

reliable. Look inside the Spotlight™ and you’ll discover
AV connectivity and device power management.
We understand that everyones
requirements are different,

so we design and manufacture
to your needs.

HI-LO® SPOTLIGHT™
CODE 3400

Integrate your technology - instantly connect to your AV
equipment via the built-in panel with RGB, HDMI, USB,
XLR and microphone connections.
Internal storage - that’s completely out of sight. There’s a
compartment below the lectern top for your mobile devices and
other valuables.
Electronically adjustable - 500mm of near
silent, vertical travel with easy access controls.

Options include...
Integrated faceplates for controllers
- connect into the audio visual
infrastructure of the room via the option
of a built-in AV interface plate and
control. This is bespoke, and we can
tailor the connections to your needs.

Working height - 1015-1515mm.
Bottom lip - the lectern has a small lip across
the bottom edge to prevent devices sliding off.

Lectern top colour/finish - grey, white or beech or
select from our colour range.
Branding options - available in a number of colour
combinations to match your corporate image.
The unit can be configured to display your brand
colours and logo if required.
Integrated power - 1 mains and 2 USB sockets to
power mobile devices during your presentation.
Cable management - ensures that your lectern is free of any
unnecessary clutter and moves without snags or pulls on cables.
Construction - durable, powder coated steel body with a
high-quality, veneered work surface. Colour options available.

Productive space connecting your team
and your technology

HIVE DESK™ SOLUTIONS
CODE 3300

Anything is possible...

We design and manufacture all our products

to your specification. Speak to us about your specific
requirements.

Options include...
Custom connectivity - the Hive can be integrated into your
existing AV and IT infrastructure.

Power module - bespoke configurations including laptop and
mobile device charging.

The perfect space for impromptu meetings

Seating - for up to 5 people

Power - universal USB charging
for up to 4 devices with 2 mains
plug sockets.

The Hive™ embraces everything Loxit produces, it can

technologies. Combining them all into one, central

hand it could simply be a really useful collaborative

everything you need...helping you deliver anything from

be configured to deliver whatever you need. On the one
desk area, on the other it can bring together screen,
device management, charging and management

location where you have quick and easy access to
impromptu internal meetings to full-blown global

presentations complete with AV integration and control.

Connectivity - integrated
AV input panel featuring
2x HDMI, RJ45, USB, VGA
and 3.5mm stereo jack
for absolute convenience.

Construction - the desk is the
result of years of experience,
and a proven track record in the
education and corporate environment.

Integrated screen - mount screens up to 50”/30Kg

Screen with AV connectivity simple Plug ‘n’ Display interface,
bespoke configurations and
custom face plates.

Easy access networking - via
the AV face plate.

Colours, materials and finishes
- we have a range of table top
veneers, frame colour options and
desk shapes.
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